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APPLICATION
Films for individually
wrapped processed
cheese slices.

These cast polypropylene films, Propeel-IWS, have been 
developed for wrapping processed cheese slices on the 
most common production lines on the market.
All the Propeel-IWS films are co-extruded and optimized 
for the very high demands regarding runnability and 
productivity on the machines. Therefore the films are 
known for high stiffness, a good lay-flat property and 
excellent sealability and peelability. Furthermore the 
friction of the film is controlled for good slice-stacking. 
The opening of the package is easy and the cheese 
release is excellent.



PROPEEL-IWS
PROPEEL-IWSX2789 Our excellent all round film for 
different IWS machine types. This film has very good 
sealing properties in the machine direction (lap seal) 
as well as cross direction. 

PROPEEL-IWSX4106 Film with enhanced properties. 
A perfect choice where down gauging is required or 
higher machine speeds. This film has a higher stiffness 
and less elongation than in standard films.

PROPEEL-IWSX4460 This film has very high stiffness 
and slightly higher friction than other films. Used on 
high speed machines and where slice-stacking requires 
higher friction. 

There are also some development products available 
with enhanced performance in properties like cheese 
release and cutting properties.

All the films can be corona-treated on the outside for 
printing purposes or controlled slice-stacking

 

Product  Thickness  Width  Density  Typical sealing  Typical sealing  Coefficient
 μm  mm  g/cm3  temperature °C  temperature °C  of friction
    outside / inside  inside / inside  outside 

Propeel-IWSX2789  22-35  190-220  0.9  130  120  0.30

Propeel-IWSX4106  20-30  190-220  0.9  130  120  0.30

Propeel-IWSX4460  20-30  190-220  0.9  140  120  0.40

Technical data

Through experience 
we have developed

different films 
for different machine types 

to ensure the right 
solution for you.

Contact
Schur Flexibles Finland Ltd
P.O.Box 32
FI-68601 Jakobstad
Finland
tel. +358 20 7686 111
sfk@schurflexibles.com
www.schurflexibles.com
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Schur Flexibles Group is specialised in sustainable customised 
packaging solutions for the food, aroma protection, hygiene and 
pharmaceutical industries. Operating some of the most techno-
logically advanced printing houses, the group ranks among the 
industry’s leading companies in flexible packaging in Europe. 
Our fully integrated value chain makes us a one-stop shop for 
protective packaging solutions and a driver of sustainable 
speciality innovations.


